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A simple algorithm for solving a version of the partially persistent
sorted set problem is given. The algorithm requires O(n) space and
O(n log n) time to handle n operations. Unlike Sarnak and Tarjan’s
algorithm, the new algorithm can make use of any of the existing
balanced tree schemes that can be implemented with ‘‘path copying,’’
at the expense of not efficiently implementing some operations on
partially persistent search trees. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. THE SORTED SET AND PARTIALLY PERSISTENT
SORTED SET PROBLEMS
We consider a version of the sorted set problem: execute
a sequence of the three usual kinds of operations on a set of
records. Records have at least two fields: a key field key(r)
drawn from some totally ordered set U, and a data field
data(r) drawn from some arbitrary set D.
Access(x, s). Find and return the record p in set s
satisfying
key(p)=max[key(r) | r # s and key(r)x].
If no such record exists, return a special record null with
key(null)=&.
Insert(p, s). Replace s by s _ [p]. Return the new set.
There must be no other record in s with the same key as p.
Delete(p, s). Replace s by the set containing all the same
records except p. Return the new set.
The Access operation is called a query. The Insert and
Delete operations are called updates. We assume that com-
parisons between keys can be done in constant time (Fig. 1).
The partially persistent sorted set problem is similar, with
the exception that old versions of sets are retained and may
be queried. (In the fully persistent sorted set problem, not
discussed here, old versions of sets may be updated in a
‘‘branching’’ model of time.)
The partially persistent set problem is used in the solution
of the planar point location problem [8]. Sarnak and Tarjan
also showed how to implement additional operations on
persistent sort sets. For example, their data structure
FIG. 1. Procedures Access, Insert, and Delete.
enables one to list the elements of a past version of a set in
time proportional to the size of the set plus the logarithm of
the length of the history, or to determine the immediate suc-
cessor or predecessor of an element in a past version of the
data structure; the algorithm described here does not have
this property. However, these additional operations are not
necessary for a space efficient solution of the planar point
location problem.
2. AMORTIZED COMPLEXITY AND
POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS
The amortized complexity of an algorithm executing a
sequence of operations is the amount of some resource
(time, space) used by the algorithmaveraged over a worst-case
sequence of operations.
Amortized complexity can be determined by the method of
potential functions [9, 10]. If 8i is the potential of the data
structure after the execution of the ith operation and ti is
the quantity of the resource consumed by the ith operation,
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then the amortized complexity of the ith operation is ai=
ti+8i+1&8i . Note that if 8i0,
:
n
i=1
ti80+ :
n
i=1
ai .
3. IMPLEMENTATION WITH CONVENTIONAL
SEARCH TREES
The sorted set problem is solved by using balanced search
trees (such as 23 trees [1] or redblack trees [3]), using
O(n) space and O(log n) time per operation. Numerous
authors [4, 5, 7] have noted that conventional balanced
search trees can be modified to handle persistence by copying
the search path on updates. This path copying strategy
leaves the original tree unmodified. Unfortunately, it
requires O(log n) space per operation.
4. SARNAK AND TARJAN’S ALGORITHM
Sarnak and Tarjan [8] used a modified form of redblack
trees to solve the persistent sorted set problem so that each
operation uses only O(1) amortized space and O(log n)
time. Redblack trees have the property that updates cause
only O(1) amortized changes to the data structure. Sarnak
and Tarjan showed how limited node copying could be
combined with extra time-stamped pointers in each tree
node so that updates cause only O(1) amortized extra nodes
to be allocated. In addition to solving the persistent sorted
set problem, their data structure also allows one to imple-
ment efficiently other tree operations (such as finding the
immediate successor or predecessor of a set element in a
past version of the set).
Driscoll, Sarnak, Sleator, and Tarjan [2] have developed
a technique for making redblack trees and certain other
data structures fully persistent, using linear space.
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR THE SORTED SET PROBLEM
This section describes an algorithm for the sorted set
problem that causes only O(1) amortized changes per inser-
tion, like redblack trees, but can use any balanced tree
structure in which updates cause O(log n) changes.
The algorithm partitions the set s into subsets L1 , ..., Lk ,
where all records in Li are less than all records in Li+1 ,
i=1, ..., k&1. Each Li has O(log n) records (where n is the
number of operations performed so far, starting from an
empty tree). The collection of subsets is stored in a conven-
tional balanced tree. The subsets themselves are represented
by sorted linked lists. The idea of breaking the set down into
lists of size O(log n) is due to Overmars [6], who used it to
reduce to O(1) the average time used to update a search tree
after an insertion (although the search preceding the update
still takes O(log n) time, of course).
The implementations of the three operations on this data
structure are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The Procedures TreeAc-
cess, TreeInsert, and TreeDelete are implementations of the
Access, Insert, and Delete operations using some kind of
conventional balanced tree, implemented with path copying.
In the following, S is a data structure representing the set. It
has two fields, size(S), the number of records in the set, and
tree(S), the tree of small subsets. The set S will be assumed
to initially contain a single record, (&, =), whose key is
less than all other possible keys. This record is never deleted
from the data structure. Initially, size(S) is one and tree(S)
is a tree containing a single list, [(&, =)]. For each list
L stored in the tree there is a field len(L) equal to the num-
ber of records in the list. Let (L1 , ..., Lk) be a sequence of
lists. Define the potential function
8((L1 , ..., Lk) )=c1 :
k
i=1
|len(Li)&g|,
where
g=log2 \1+ :
k
j=1
len(Li)+
and c1 is some positive constant to be chosen later. On a
sequence containing one list of length one, k is one and
8=80=0.
Lemma 1. Let L=(L1 , ..., Lk) and L$=(L$1 , ..., L$k)
be sequences of lists. Let L contain at least one nonempty list.
Let i, 1ik, be some integer such that |len(Li)&
len(Li$)|=1 and len(Lj)=len(Lj$) for all j{i. Then,
|8(L)&8(L$)|<2.443c1 .
Proof. The difference between 8(L) and 8(L$) can be
broken down into two parts:
1. The lengths of one of the lists changes by one. This
causes one of the terms in the sum to change by one.
2. Let _ be the sum of the lengths of the lists in L.
Adding or deleting a record causes _ to change by one.
There are two cases:
(a) If _ increases by one, 8, which is the sum of at
most _ terms, increases by at most
c1_(log2(_+2)&log2(_+1)). (1)
Since, for x>0, log2(x+1)&log2 x<x&1 log2 e,
(1) is less than c1 log2 e<1.443c1 for all _1.
(b) If _ decreases by one, 8 increases by at most
c1_(log2(_+1)&log2 _) (2)
which is at most c1 log2 e<1.443c1 for _1.
So, in the worst case, 8 changes by less than 2.443c1 . K
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FIG. 2. Procedures FixList.
Lemma 2. If Procedure FixList splits a list L it decreases
8 by at least c1 len(L)3 (Fig. 2).
Proof. Let *=Wlog(size(S)+1)X. When a list L is split
it must have had at least two * records, *>0. L is split into
wlen(L)*)x sublists, each of size at least *, so far each new
sublist created 8 decreases by c1 *. Therefore, 8 decreases
by c1 *(wlen(L)*x&1). The ratio of len(L) to this value is
minimized when len(L)=3*&1, in which case 8 decreases
by c1 *>c1 len(L)3. K
The following theorem shows that the algorithm achieves
an amortized constant number of memory modifications
per operation. Memory modifications are counted as
follows: (1) allocating a list record and inserting it into a
linked list counts as one memory modification, (2) copying
a singly linked list of size k causes k modifications, and (3)
inserting or deleting a record in a balanced tree containing
m items causes at most c2 log(m+1) modifications, c2 a
constant depending on the details of the particular tree
structure used.
Theorem 3. Executing a sequence of n Access, Insert,
and Delete operations on an initially empty data structure
takes O(n log n) time and causes O(n) modifications to the
data structure.
Proof. The time bounds are easy to prove. Because
size(S) has at all times been at most n+1, the leaf lists
contain O(log n) records. Therefore, all operations on leaf
lists take O(log n) time (partitioning is done in linear
time since the lists are kept sorted). The operations on
tree(S) also take O(log n) time; note that although up
to O(log nlog(size(S)+1)) insertions into tree(S) may
be performed when a list is split, each insertion takes
O(log(size(S)+1)) time, for a total of O(log n) time.
To show that operations cause only O(1) amortized
modifications, we must show that operations on tree(S)
occur infrequently. Recall the definition of the potential
function. The function is initially zero and is always non-
negative. If changei is the number of memory modifications
performed by the ith operation, we will show that c1 can be
chosen such that
changei=O(1)+8i+1&8i , (3)
where 8i is the value of the potential function after the ith
operation. There are three cases:
1. The ith operation is an Access. This operation causes
no change to the data structure, and does not change the
potential, so Eq. (3) holds.
2. The ith operation is an Insert. If the leaf list being inser-
ted into is not about to split then (Lemma 1) this will increase
8 by at most 2.443c1 and will cause one modification. If the
leaf list does split, then copying the list causes O(len(L))
modifications. Deleting L from the tree and inserting the
i=wlen(L)*x sublists (where *=Wlog2(size(S)+1)X)
causes at most c2*(i+1) modifications. Since i is at least 2,
this is at most 3c2 len(L)2. However, 8 decreases by at least
c1 len(L)3 (Lemma 2), so if c1 is at least 9c22 then Eq. (3)
holds.
3. Then ith operation is a Delete. If the leaf list being
deleted from does not become empty then the argument is
similar to the previous case. If the leaf list does vanish, the
potential will decrease by c1 log2(size(S)+1)&O(1), and at
most c2 log2(size(S)+1) modifications will be made in
tree(S). If c1c2 then Eq. (3) will hold.
So, the constant c1 in the potential function can be made
large enough so that Eq. (3) holds. Because 80=0 and 8 is
always nonnegative,
:
n
i=1
changei=O(n)+80&8n=O(n). K
6. MAKING THE DATA STRUCTURE
PARTIALLY PERSISTENT
Only slight changes to the data structure are necessary to
implement partial persistence. These changes are:
1. Add a field version(S) that is initially zero and
increases by one for each update operation.
2. Use a balanced tree scheme for implementing tree(S)
that uses path copying.
3. Add time stamps to records in the leaf lists. There are
two time stamps: the version number at which the record
was inserted and the version number at which it was deleted.
4. For each leaf list, keep two fields: len(L), the number
of records in the list in the most recent version (including
those marked as deleted), and del(L), the number that have
been deleted but not yet removed from the list in the current
version. When len(L)=del(L), the leaf list is deleted from
tree(S).
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FIG. 3. Procedures PersistentAccess and Persistent Insert.
5. When searching for the greatest record in a set that
has a key less than or equal to x it may now be necessary to
look in two leaf lists, since all the records in the leaf list
found by TreeAccess that are less than or equal to x may
have already been deleted. In that case the leaf list
immediately to the left contains the desired value.
6. Procedure FixList should call out all deleted records
when it splits a list. It is also modified so that a leaf list is
culled whenever it contains at least Wlog2(size(S)+1)X
deleted records.
FIG. 4. Procedures PersistentDelete and FixList (persistent version).
See Figs. 3 and 4. Let L=(L1 , ..., Lk) be a sequence of lists.
Each list contains len(Li) elements, del(Li)<len(Li) of
which have been marked as deleted. To analyze the space
used by this algorithm, we define a new potential function
8(L)=c3 :
k
i=1
( |len(Li)&g|+2 del(Li)),
where
g=log2 \1+ :
k
j=1
len(Li)+
and c3 is some constant to be chosen later. 8 is initially one
and is always nonnegative. Let *=WgX.
Theorem 4. Executing a sequence of n PersistentAccess,
PersistentInsert, and PersistentDelete operations on an
initially empty data structure takes O(n log n) time and O(n)
space (Figs. 3, 4).
Proof. The time bound can be shown using the same
argument as in Theorem 3. Note that both len(Li) and
del(Li) are O(log n) after n operations.
To show that the space is O(n), let spacei be the space
allocated by the ith operation. Allocating a list cell requires
one unit of space and performing an operation on the tree
causes at most c4 log2(size(S)+1) units of space to be
allocated, c4 some positive constant. We will show that c3
can be chosen in such a way that
spacei=O(1)+8i+1&8i (4)
always holds, where 8i is the potential after the ith operation.
There are three cases:
1. The ith operation is a PersistentAccess. This opera-
tion allocates no space and causes no changes in 8, so
Eq. (4) holds.
2. The ith operation is a PersistentInsert. Let L be the
leaf list being inserted into. When a record is inserted the
size of the set increases by one; this increases 8 by at most
1.443c3 . It also causes len(L) to increase by one, which
increases 8 by at most c3 .
If FixList does nothing, this is all the effect that the algo-
rithm has on 8, and, since the list operations allocate O(1)
space, Eq. (4) holds.
If FixList does cause tree operations to be performed,
there are two cases:
(a) If del(L)*, but len(L)&del(L)<*, deleted
records are purged from the list, but it is not split.
In this case, 8 decreases by at least c3*&O(1),
while (2c4+1)*+O(1) space is used. If c3
2c4+1 then Eq. (4) holds.
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(b) Otherwise, if len(L) & del(L)  2*, deleted
elements are purged from the list and it is split
into sublists each of size at least *. Purging the
deleted elements can only decrease 8. If
i=wlen(L$)*x sublists are created, 8 is
decreased by at least c3(i&1)*&O(1), while at
most (i+1)(c4+1)*+O(1) space is allocated.
Since i2, if c33c4+3 then Eq. (4) holds.
3. The ith operation is a PersistentDelete. Bookkeeping
operations (time-stamping, etc.) cause O(1) space to be
used. Deletion causes size(S) to decrease by one, which
causes 8 to increase by at most 1.443c3 and causes del(L) to
increase by 1, increasing 8 by 2c3 . This is still O(1). Addi-
tional space may be consumed by FixList, but this causes a
corresponding change in the potential function as described
in the previous case.
So, if c33c4+3, the amortized space used per operation is
bounded by a constant. K
7. SUMMARY
This paper has presented a simple algorithm for the par-
tially persistent set problem. The idea behind the algorithm,
that of combining a balanced tree scheme with a space
efficient but time inefficient scheme using a linear list has
also been used by Tsakalidis to obtain an efficient algorithm
for the order maintenance problem [11].
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